Chester County Going Green & What it Means

Please remember the GREEN phase is STILL a PHASE. COVID-19 is NOT over.

The GREEN phase is about Personal Responsibility.

My Actions Affect You ↔ Your Actions Affect Me

Chester County has been doing a great job. Please keep doing your part.

MASKS ARE STILL REQUIRED DURING THE GREEN PHASE.

Additional tips on lowering your risk:

BE FLEXIBLE- If the situation looks crowded or you feel uncomfortable- Choose another option.

BE ASSERTIVE- Stick to your own plan. If you feel uncomfortable about the level of risk, it’s OKAY to say NO.

What Changes in the Green Phase?

- Large Gatherings of 250 Prohibited. This includes, but is not limited to: a concert, festival, fair, conference, sporting event, movie showing or theater performance.

- Restaurants and Bars: Open at 50% Occupancy

- Hair Salons & Barbershops: Open at 50% Occupancy- BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

- Gyms, Spas, Other Personal Care Services: Open at 50% Occupancy- Appointments strongly encouraged

- Indoor Entertainment- Casinos, Malls, Theaters: Open at 50% Occupancy

- Businesses Open in Yellow: Open at 75% Occupancy

- Construction at Full Capacity

- Prison and Hospital Visitation determined by individual facilities. Nursing home visitation still restricted for now.
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